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Heirloom
"Creating Traditions"

by Carlien

Located within the The Study at Yale hotel, Heirloom offers a tantalizing
cuisine from New England with a contemporary twist. Relish the roast
chicken, duck breast, steak and dumplings made from locally sourced
meat. Oyster lovers can feast at the Oyster bar. Those lodging within the
hotel can gorge on the delectable dishes from the menu in the warmth of
their cozy rooms. Heirloom begins serving its guests dinner from 5p
everyday.

+1 203 503 3919

www.studyhotels.com/heir
loom/

amoir@studyhotels.com

1157 Chapel Street, The
Study at Yale, New Haven CT

Zinc
"Chic Cuisine"

by avlxyz

The first thing you will notice after entering the wide doors with door pulls
in the shape of a "Z," is the very cool, chic interior, where minimalist and
sleek go hand in hand. Located just a few steps from the Chapel Street
shopping area and the financial district, Zinc boasts a view of the New
Haven Green from the zinc-plated community table, serving limited edition
wine and a fresh-market, fusion-inspired menu. Live jazz is played on
Saturday nights.

+1 203 624 0507

www.zincfood.com/

964 Chapel Street, New Haven CT

Barcelona Wine Bar
"Tasty Tapas"
This modern and trendy restaurant in Downtown New Haven serves up
delicious Spanish tapas and an excellent wine list. Choose from a huge
selection of hot and cold tapas like patatas bravas and grilled octopus as
well as larger plates of paella or a mixed grill. Don't miss out on choosing
the perfect wine pairing from their extensive list to round out the meal.
by SplitShire

+1 203 848 3000

barcelonawinebar.com/newhaven.h
tm#

155 Temple Street, New Haven CT

L'Orcio
"Earthy Italian Flair"

by twk3

+1 203 777 6670

L'Orcio was established in 2003 by Francesco d’Amuri and his spouse
Alison De Renzi, a couple who moved to New Haven from Florence, Italy
to spread the flavors of this delectable cuisine among Americans. While
dining in this restaurant you can take in the history of the Thomas Kelly
House from the late 1880s, within which the restaurant is located. Relish
the flavors of the delightful herbs and sauces inside the elegant restaurant
or on the breezy patio. If you are not in the mood to eat, you can just stop
by for a few cocktails.
806 State Street, New Haven CT

www.lorcio.com/
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